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the michael jackson concert celebration was held in the staples center in los angeles on july 16, 2009, for an audience of over 18,000 fans. the event comprised a series of concerts celebrating the life and work of michael jackson. the event was broadcast live on tv worldwide.
the first show on friday july 16 was broadcast live on both mtv and bet, and was followed on the next day by the second show, which aired live on the bbc. the entire concert was filmed by director kenny ortega and a select audience of vips, and released in the form of a dvd. the
dvd includes all the footage from the concert, as well as behind the scenes footage, interviews with the band and celebrity guests, and the following documentary, michael jackson – the life. the dvd was released worldwide on june 30, 2010. jackson developed and performed a

lot of dance in the 1990s, but he became increasingly withdrawn from the industry and media after the death of his mother. when the 20th anniversary of thrillerwas celebrated in september 2003, he decided to go into the studio for the first time in a decade. the 24 track record
was a return to the pop arena, and it was arguably the best thing he ever did. he worked with a wide range of producers, but given the commercial success of thriller and bad, producers were no longer seen as curiosities. several producers were on board: rodney jerkins, rodney
eastman, david foster, and the new blood of ne-yo, danja and timbaland. with the exception of the latter, these producers had never worked with jackson before. over five months, they recorded some 25 songs, the backbone of which is the album opener and the lead single. the

rhythmic ballad rock with you is a return to mjs roots, and it was sung by a new, older jackson. it was the last time anyone would hear him sing like this.
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